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Subject: Will the most high listen to your prayers even if not a proven knower? 

  

    

YES!  The Most High is always ready to hear ANY True Repentant.  He will NOT fall all over 

Himself to rescue anyone from their own soap-opera idiocies or deliberate rejections of His Holy 

Law when they collapse in all their fury!  To make His Point a bit more clear, "You WANT 

jackass?  You GOT jackass!  What's your problem?"  Yet, to those who REALLY want to 

change the damnations in their life into a True and Righteous continuance, He is both infinitely 

forgiving – within Holy Law – and patient, within limits.  And, FYI, He reads sincerity and lack 

of it with Infinite Perfection, so He can't be fooled. 

  

And, like most who have been PROGRAMMED into the "pray-for-this-pray-for-that-and-if-you-

'believe'-enough-god-will-answer-and-every-answer-will-be-YES!" demonic delusion, there is a 

lot of throwing-out-the-hallelujah-halfwit-poppycock that is going to precede any noticeable 

delivery on the part of The Most High.  PKs do not live under such delusions, we KNOW HOW 

to get the things we need and want, and the TIME process to achieve them:  and we do it 

ourselves!  Akurians are NOT 'believers' in anything, we're KNOWERS, and KNOWERS across 

the board.  PKs will tell you in all Truth and Righteousness, the process of growing (UP) into 

being WORTHY of being a PK is as exacting as growing INTO being a PK!  Those who receive 

a SOUL in the process, have to grow into that too! 

  

In the process of that THROWING OUT, one of the thinnest lines is to rightly walk between the 

ABUSE of the Great Curses upon the Accurseds and the MAINTENANCE of the Great Curses 

BY the Accurseds!  There's no excuse for either; but The Most High isn't going to stomp hell out 

of the ABUSERS until the Accurseds STOP maintaining!  As long as Canaan remains worthy of 

the Great Curses, they are going to keep them! 

  

Will The Most High help with BOTH?  Absolutely!  But on HIS terms and without violating 

His Own Holy Law!  He is NOT going to 'bless' or 'accept' vile homosexuality nor racemixing 

any more than He will approve of child murder, neglect or abuse.  He is NEVER going to hear or 

acknowledge any 'praise Jesus' nonsense regardless of its form or fashion.  He calls Christianity, 

from top to bottom, the Doctrines of Death, so EVERYTHING they are about is a throw-out!  

Muslims are "The Unholy Vipers of Perditon" and that tells you where they and their damnable 

doctrines stand. 

  

Point to consider:  I can recall conditions in Black Ghettos when growing up; and the only 

difference I see today is MORE-RAMPANT illegal narcotics, racemixing and violence because 

of the previous two.  The poverty is the same, in spite of perpetual-welfare generations that 

finance those illegal narcotics.  The ignorance is the same, because nobody kept the HIGHER 
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White Educational Standards but instead LOWERED those standards to the Black levels of non-

education.  Vice Levels are the same, and of the same economic necessity as decades ago.  The 

scattered trash and filth are the same, and for the same degenerate reasons of laziness and 

worthlessness.  The only real CHANGE there is:  Now all these misery-creating and misery-

perpetuating conditions have been taken by the White Trash into their own communities; and the 

inhabitants have become as worthy of the Great Curses as those it was originally pronounced 

upon!  And they are getting their own well-deserved share. 

  

As long as this kind of thinking and conduct persist, Black Ghetto or White War Zone, the Great 

Curses will remain and prevail!  The Most High will neither hear nor answer even one word that 

requires, or even permits, the maintenance of such conduct.  That all these viles are well-

established in the 'high class' White Communities is a Testimony AGAINST themselves. 

  

Will The Most High listen to your prayers even if not a Proven Knower?  Yes He will, and 

only on His Own Terms …  

  

The Akurians. 


